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Abstract

This paper presents a formal method supporting hardware/software codesign with respect to specication and verication. We introduce three different specication formats. Two of these are intended for the specication of
asynchronous software the third is more suited for digital hardware applications. All three formats are based on the assumption/commitment paradigm.
We introduce a renement relation and formulate verication rules for the parallel composition of specications. We apply the proposed method to specify and
decompose a timed FIFO queue which is partly to be implemented in hardware
and partly to be implemented in software.

1 Introduction
The label \hardware/software co-design" is used to denote the simultaneous design of
both hardware and software to implement a desired function or specication. Hardware/software co-design is still a very new research area and is currently receiving
considerable interest. See for example Buc94].
The objective of this paper is to present a formal method supporting hardware/software co-design. We rst introduce a semantic framework based on streams and
pulse-driven functions. A simple composition operator is used to compose pulsedriven functions into networks of pulse-driven functions | networks which, when
observed from the outside, themselves can be understood as pulse-driven functions.
Thus, our model is fully compositional.
Specications explicitly characterize the relationship between the complete communication histories of the input channels and the complete communication histories of
the output channels. Specications can be written at several levels of abstraction.
We introduce three specication formats. In each format a specication is modeled
by a set of pulse-driven functions modulo a particular abstraction. We refer to this
set as the specication's denotation. The two rst formats, which we call respectively
time dependent and time independent, are mainly intended for the specication of
software components or, more explicitly, interfaces communicating asynchronously.
If real-time constraints are to be imposed then the time dependent format must be
3

employed otherwise the time independent format should be chosen. The third format, which we call synchronous, is mainly intended for the specication of hardware.
All three formats are based on the so-called assumption/commitment paradigm.
Since any specication is modeled by a set of pulse-driven functions the composition
operator can be lifted from functions to specications in a straightforward way. We
may then express system specications containing component specications of all
three formats.
A specication is said to rene another specication if its denotation is contained
in that of the latter. We give verication rules for the composition of specications
modulo this renement principle. We also explain how conversion rules can be used
to translate a specication of one format into a specication of another format.
Thus, in our approach there is a uniform, common semantic basis for specication
formats, composition and renement. Our method is compositional and well-suited
for top-down design. We can handle both synchronous and asynchronous communication. Real-time constraints can be specied, and we have specially designed rules
for the verication of renement steps. This allows hardware/software co-design to
be conducted in a very elegant way.
We employ our approach to specify and decompose a timed FIFO queue which is
partly to be implemented in hardware and partly to be implemented in software.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts and
notations. In Section 3 the three specication formats are introduced. Renement
and renement rules are the subjects of Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the casestudy. Finally, Section 6 contains a brief summary and relates our approach to other
approaches known from the literature.

2 Semantic Model
We represent the communication histories of channels by timed streams. A timed
stream is a nitep or innite sequence of messages and time ticks. A time tick is
represented by \ ". The interval between two consecutive ticks represents the least
unit of time. A tick occurs in a stream at the end of each time unit.
An innite timed stream represents a complete communication history, a nite timed
stream represents a partial communication history. Since time never halts, any
innite timed stream is required to have innitely many ticks. We do not want
timed streams to end in the middle of a time unit. Thus, we insist that a timed
stream is either empty, innite or ends with a tick.
Given a set of messages M , then M 1 , M  and M ! denote respectively the set of
all innite timed streams over M , the set of all nite timed streams over M , and
the set of all nite and innite timed streams over M . We use N to denote the set
of natural numbers, and N1 to denote N  f1g. Given s 2 M ! and j 2 N1 , s#j
denotes the prex of s characterizing the behavior until time j , i.e., s#j denotes s if
j is greater than the number of ticks in s, and the shortest prex of s containing j
ticks, otherwise. Note that s#1 = s. The operator is overloaded to tuples of timed
streams t in a point-wise style, i.e., t#j denotes the tuple we get by applying #j to
each component of t.
A named stream tuple is a mapping  2 a ! M ! from a set of channel identiers
4

to timed streams. Intuitively,  assigns a (possibly partial) communication history
to each channel named by the channel identiers in a. The operator # is overloaded
to named stream tuples in the same point-wise style as for tuples of timed streams.
Given two named stream tuples

 2 a ! M !

 2 b ! M !

if a \ b =  then  ]  denotes the element of a  b ! M ! such that

c 2 a ) ( ]  )(c) = (c)

c 2 b ) ( ]  )(c) =  (c):

Moreover, for any set of identiers b, jb denotes the projection of  on b, i.e., jb is
the element of a \ b ! M ! such that

c 2 a \ b ) (jb )(c) = (c):

A function

 2 (i ! M 1 ) ! (o ! M 1 )

mapping named stream tuples to named stream tuples is pulse-driven i
8  2 i ! M 1 : j 2 N : #j = #j )  ()#(j+1) =  ()#(j+1) :
Pulse-drivenness means that the input until time j completely determines the output
until time j + 1. In other words, a pulse-driven function imposes a delay of at least
one time unit between input and output and is in addition \lazy" in the sensep that
it can be (partially) computed based on partial input. We use the arrow ! to
distinguish pulse-driven functions from functions that are not pulse-driven.
We model specications by sets of pulse-driven functions. Each function or subset
of functions contained in such a set represents one possible implementation. For
example, a specication of a component, whose input and output channels are named
by i and o, respectively, is modeled by a set of pulse-driven functions F such that
(i ! M 1 ) !p (o ! M 1 ):

F

Pulse-driven functions can be composed into networks of functions | networks which
themselves behave as pulse-driven functions. For this purpose we introduce a composition operator . It can be understood as a parallel operator with hiding. For
example, the network pictured in Figure 1 consisting of the two functions

2 (i ! M 1) !p (o ! M 1)  2 (i ! M 1) !p (o ! M 1)
where i \ i = o \ o = i \ o = i \ o = , is characterized by   . Informally
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speaking, any output channel of 1 and input channel of 2 , and any output channel
of 2 and input channel of 1 , whose names are identical, are connected and hidden
in the sense that they cannot be observed from the outside.
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Figure 1: Network Characterized by 1 2
Given that

 i ) n (o  o ) o = (o  o ) n (i  i )
then for all  2 i ! M 1 , we dene
(  )() = jo ] jo where  =  (ji ] ji )
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 =  (ji2 ] ji2 ):
2

Note that pulse-drivenness implies1 that for any  there are unique ,  such that

 =  (ji1 ] ji1 ) ^  =  (ji2 ] ji2 ):
1

2

Thus, 1 2 is well-dened. It is also easy to prove that 1 2 is pulse-driven. This
implies
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2 (i ! M 1) !p (o ! M 1):

Given n > 1 pulse-driven functions

j 2 (ij ! M 1 ) !p (oj ! M 1)

such that ij \ oj = , and j 6= k ) ij \ ik = oj \ ok = , then nj=1 j is a short-hand
for 1 : : : n . Note that the restrictions imposed on the identier sets imply that
is associative | this explains why there are no brackets.
As will be shown below, the composition operator can be lifted from functions to
specications in a straightforward way.

3 Specication
Based on the semantic model introduced in the previous section, we may write specications at several levels of abstraction. Below we give three dierent specication
As a consequence of Banach's x-point theorem AdBKR89], since pulse-driven functions can
be understood as contracting functions in a complete metric space.
1
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formats. However, rst we introduce some useful operators on streams.

3.1 Operators on Streams

We also use streams without ticks. We refer to such streams as untimed. Given a
set of messages M , then M 1 , M  and M ! denote respectively the set of all innite
untimed streams over M , the set of all nite untimed streams over M , and the set
of all nite and innite
p untimed streams over M .
Given A M  f g, (timed or untimed) streams r and s over M , n 2 N1 and
integer j :
 #r denotes the length of r, i.e. 1 if r is innite, and the number of elements
in r otherwise. Note that time ticks are counted. For example the length of a
stream consisting of innitely many ticks is 1.
 r:j denotes the j'th element of r if 1  j  #r.
 ha1 a2 :: ani denotes the stream of length n whose rst element is a1, whose
second element is a2 , and so on. hi denotes the empty stream.
 A c r denotes the result of removing all messages (ticks included) not in A, i.e.,
the projection of r on A. If A = fdg we write d c r instead of fdg c r. For
example

fa bg c ha b p c p a pi = ha b ai:

 rjj denotes hi if j  0, the prex of r of length j if 0 < j < #r, and r otherwise.
This means that rj1 = r. This operator is overloaded to stream tuples in a
point-wise way. Note the dierence with respect to #.
 r _ s denotes the result of concatenating r to s. Thus, hc ci _ ha bi = hc c a bi.




If r is innite then r _ s = r.
r v s holds i r is a prex of s. Also this operator is overloaded to tuples of
streams in the obvious way.
sy(r) holds i r is a timed stream, and exactlyp one message occurs between
two consecutive ticks, i.e.: 8j 2 N : 0  j  # c r ) #M c (r#j ) = j . Any
stream r such that sy(r) is said to be synchronous.
r denotes the result of removing all ticks in r. Thus, ha p b pi = ha bi.

3.2 Time Dependent Specications

To specify real-time components some explicit notion of time is required. We refer
to such specications as time dependent. A time dependent specication is written
in the form

S td (i o) :: ass : A com : C
7

S is the specication's name i is a nite list of input identiers o is a nite list
of output identiers | i and o have no identier in common and are both without
repetitions in the sense that the same identier occurs only once td is a label distinguishing time dependent specications from other specication formats A and C
are formulas whose free variables are contained in i  o . The identiers in i name
the input channels, and the identiers in o name the output channels. We refer to
(i o) as the specication's interface. In A and C each input and output identier
represents an innite timed stream. In the tradition of Hoa69], Jon81], MC81]
the formula A characterizes the assumptions about the environment in which the
specied component is supposed to run. C , on the other hand, characterizes what
the component is committed to do whenever it is executed in an environment which
behaves in accordance with the assumption. Such specications are normally called
assumption/commitment specications. This is the motivation for the keywords ass
and com.
For simplicity, in this section the input/output identiers are untyped. However,
the introduction of types is a straightforward extension, and this is exploited in the
examples.
For any formula P and mapping m 2 I ! D such that the free variables in P are
contained in I and vary over D, m j= P holds i P evaluates to true whenever each
free variable i in P is interpreted as m(i).
For any formula P , identier x and expression y, P xy ] denotes the result of replacing
each occurrence of x in P by y. This substitution operator is generalized in the
obvious way for the case that x is a repetition free list of identiers and y is a list of
expressions of the same length as x.
For any formula P , whose free variables vary over M 1 , we use hP i to denote its
prex closure. hP i has the same free variables as P . However, in hP i they vary over
M ! . Formally, if s is the list of free variables in P , then hP i denotes s 2 M ! ^9q 2
M 1 : P sq ] ^ s v q for some list of variables q disjoint from s. Note that hP i is not
necessarily a safety property. For example, for innite timed streams P and hP i are
equivalent.
The denotation of a time dependent specication S is the set of all pulse-driven
functions
 2 (i ! M 1 ) !p (o ! M 1 )
2

such that

8 2 i ! M 1 : j 2 N1 : ( ]  ()#j ) j= hAi ) ( ]  ()# j ) j= hC i:
( +1)

Thus

 (j = 1): if the environment always behaves in accordance with the assump

tion, then  always behaves in accordance with the commitment,
(j < 1): if the environment behaves in accordance with the assumption until
time j , then  behaves in accordance with the commitment until time j + 1.

Any list without repetitions can be represented as a totally ordered set, and the other way
around. We therefore often apply set operators to such lists without rst conducting a conversion.
2
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+
This one-step-longer-than semantics is closely related to the semantics of the !
operator in AL93]. Note the way j= allows us to represent variables over domains
of streams (at the syntactic level) by named stream tuples (at the semantic level).
Throughout this paper, for any specication S , we use  S ] to represent its denotation. Moreover, for any assumption/commitment specication S , by AS and CS we
denote its assumption and commitment, respectively.

INT td (x 2 M 1  s 2 D+ 1 y 2 D1  r 2 M+ 1 ) ::
ass :

sy(x) ^ 8m 2 M  : m v x ) #( c m)  #(D+ c m)

com :
sy(y) ^ D+ c y = D c s ^ M c r = M+ c x

Figure 2: Specication of an Interface Component
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Figure 3: FIFO Queue.

Example 1 Speci cation of an Interface Component:

To show the use of the time dependent format, we specify an interface component
INT (see Figure 2). It is later used to connect a software queue SWQ to a hardware
queue HWQ (see Figure 3). The resulting network is supposed to behave as a FIFO
queue. HWQ is to be realized in hardware and has therefore only a bounded amount
of memory. The hardware queue is supposed to take advantage of the other two
components of the network when its memory gets lled up. On the other hand, SWQ
is to be implemented in software and is required to have an unbounded memory3.
Since the hardware queue communicates in a synchronous manner and the software
queue communicates in an asynchronous manner, we need the interface component
as a converter. INT forwards data elements and requests received on x (sent by the
hardware queue) along r (to the software queue), and forwards replies received on s
(from the software queue) along y (to the hardware queue).
Let D be some set such that 0 2 D and  62 D. We use M to denote D  fg,
D+ to denote D n f0g, and M+ to denote M n f0g. We refer to D+ as the set

Of course, in practice also the software queue will only have a bounded amount of memory.
However, for simplicity we ignore this additional complication in this paper.
3
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of data elements, and to  as a request. The hardware queue communicates in a
synchronous manner. When no real message can be sent within a certain time unit,
it outputs a default message denoted by 0. Similarly, INT forwards a 0 along y when
it has nothing else to send within a certain time unit.
We now go through the specication of the interface in Figure 2. The rst conjunct
of the assumption requires the input on x to be synchronous. This is a sensible
assumption since the hardware queue communicates in a synchronous manner. Note
that this conjunct expresses a real-time requirement. The second conjunct requires
that the number of requests received on x until some time j is always less than or
equal to the number of data elements received until time j .
The rst conjunct of the commitment insists that the output along y is synchronous.
The second conjunct makes sure that any data element received on s eventually is
forwarded along y (and that no other data element is output along y). If at a certain
point in time no data element can be sent, the specied component must forward a
0. Finally, the third conjunct requires that any data element or request received on
x eventually is forwarded along r (and that no other message is output along r). 2
The time dependent format does not allow the specier to x the least unit of
time, i.e., for instance to express that the least unit of time (the interval between
two consecutive ticks) is equal to 2 seconds. However, this is a straightforward
generalization. It has been left out here because it is of little importance in the
examples below.

3.3 Time Independent Specications

For many applications explicit timing is not really necessary for the simple reason
that there are no real-time constraints to be imposed. In those cases we want to
abstract from time ticks. We refer to such specications as time independent. A
time independent specication is written in the form

S ti (i o) :: ass : A com : C
As in the previous case: S is the specication's name i is a nite list of input identiers (without repetitions) o is a nite list of output identiers (without repetitions
and disjoint from i) ti is a label A and C are formulas whose free variables are
contained in i  o. However, contrary to the previous case, in A and C each such
identier now represents an untimed stream. Moreover, this untimed stream may be
nite (since an innite timed stream with only nitely many messages degenerates
to a nite stream when the ticks are removed).
For any  2 a ! M ! we use  to denote the element of a ! M ! such that
8c 2 a : (c) = (c).! The prex operator is overloaded to formulas whose free
variables vary over M in the obvious way. By hP io we denote the prex closure of
P with respect to the identiers in o.
The denotation of a time independent specication S can then be dened as the set
of all pulse-driven functions

10

 2 (i ! M 1 ) !p (o ! M 1 )
such that for all  2 i ! M 1 we have that
( ]  ()) j= A ) ( ]  ()) j= C

8j 2 N : ( ]  ()#j ) j= hAio ) ( ]  ()# j ) j= hC io:
( +1)

Because of the time abstraction, the constraints for nite and innite time cannot
easily be merged into one constraint as in the time dependent case. There is a close
relationship between time independent and time dependent specications. For any
time independent specication S , we dene S ] to denote the specication that can
be obtained from S by substituting the label td for ti and by, for any input/output
identier v, replacing any free occurrence of v in AS and CS by v . We then have
that  S ] =  S ] ] . Thus, any time independent specication can be translated into
an equivalent time dependent specication in this way. A translation in the other
direction is of course normally not possible since the time dependent format is more
expressive.
SWQ ti (r 2 M+ ! s 2 D+ ! ) ::
ass :

8m 2 M  : m v r ) #( c m)  #(D c m)

com :

s = (D c r)j#( c r)

Figure 4: Specication of a FIFO Queue

Example 2 Software Queue:

To show the use of the time independent format, we specify (see Figure 4) the
software queue mentioned in Example 1. It is supposed to work in a FIFO style. D+
and M+ are dened as in Example 1.  models a request, and D+ models the set of
data elements.
The assumption requires that the queue never receives a request when it is empty.
The commitment, on the other hand, insists that any request receives a reply, and
that data elements are output in the correct FIFO manner. 2

3.4 Synchronous Specications

The two formats introduced above are intended for the specication of components
communicating asynchronously. To specify components communicating in a synchronous (pulsed) style, like for example digital hardware components, we introduce
11

a third format. We refer to the specications written in this format as synchronous.
A synchronous specication is of the form

S sy (i o) :: ass : A com : C

As before A and C are formulas whose free variables are contained in i  o. However,
contrary to the previous cases, in A and C each such free identier now represents
an innite untimed stream.
If  2 a ! M 1 , then sy() holds i 8c 2 a : sy((c)). The prex operator is
overloaded to formulas whose free variables vary over M 1 in the obvious way. The
denotation of a synchronous specication can then be dened as the set of all pulsedriven functions
 2 (i ! M 1 ) !p (o ! M 1 )
such that

8 2 i ! M 1 : j 2 N1 :
sy() ^ ( ]  ()#j ) j= hAi ) ( ]  ()# j ) j= hC i ^ sy( ()# j
( +1)

( +1)

):

As in the time dependent case, the constraints for nite and innite time are merged.
This is easy, since for synchronous streams, we can still distinguish between partial
and total input after time abstraction. As in the time independent case, there is a
close relationship between synchronous and time dependent specications. For any
synchronous specication S , we dene S ] to denote the specication that can be
obtained from S by substituting the label td for sy, by adding a conjunct sy(i) to the
assumption for each input identier i, by adding a conjunct sy(o) to the commitment
for each output identier o, and by for any input/output identier v, replacing any
free occurrence of v in AS and CS by v. We then have that  S ] =  S ] ] . Thus,
any synchronous specication can be translated into an equivalent time dependent
specication in this way. A translation in the other direction is of course normally
not possible since the time dependent format is more expressive.

Example 3 Hardware Queue:

We once more specify (see Figure 5) a FIFO queue, namely the hardware queue
mentioned in Example 1.
More precisely, we want to specify a component HWQ which communicates with
INT of Example 1 and SWQ of Example 2 in accordance with Figure 3.
The rst conjunct of the assumption is similar to the previous cases. Clearly, the
hardware queue can only be required to behave correctly as long as the rest of the
network behaves as a FIFO queue. This is stated by the second and third conjunct
of the assumption. The second states that what the component receives on y is what
it has already sent along x. The third states a liveness property, namely that it
receives a data element on y for each request it sends along x.
The rst conjunct of the commitment requires that the hardware queue will always
reply to a request and output data-elements in the right FIFO manner. In addition
we must make sure that the hardware queue uses the software queue correctly, i.e., it
12

HWQsy (i 2 M 1  y 2 D1 o 2 D1  x 2 M 1 ) ::
ass :

8m 2 M  : m v i ) #( c m)  #(D c m) ^
8j 2 N : D c (yj j ) v (D c (xjj ))j#( c (xjj )) ^
#(D c y) = #( c x)
+

+

( +1)

+

+

com :

D c o = (D c i)j#( c i) ^
8m 2 M  : m v x ) #( c m)  #(D c m)
+

+

+

Figure 5: Specication of a Hardware Queue.
should only send requests when the software queue is not empty. This requirement
is stated by the second conjunct of the commitment. 2
Synchronous specications can be used to specify components communicating synchronously in the sense that along each channel exactly one message is sent per unit
of time. Of course, as in the time dependent case, more general formats can be
formulated in which the specier himself can x the pulse-frequency with respect to
the least unit of time.

3.5 Composing Specications
Since the denotation of a specication is a set of pulse-driven functions, the operator
can be lifted from pulse-driven functions to specications in a straightforward way.
Let i1 \ i2 = o1 \ o2 = , i = (i1 n o2 )  (i2 n o1 ) and o = (o1 n i2 )  (o2 n i1 ). If S1
and S2 are specications whose interfaces are characterized by (i1  o1p) and (i2  o2 ),
respectively, then  S1 S2 ] denotes the set of all  2 (i ! M 1 ) ! (o ! M 1 )
such that
8 2 (i ! M 1) : 91 2  S1 ]  2 2  S2 ] :  () = (1 2)():
Moreover, the overall specication has (i o) as its external interface. Thus, the
channels used to connect S1 and S2 are hidden. The operator nj=1 can of course be
lifted accordingly.
For example the network pictured in Figure 3 is characterized by
HWQ INT SWQ:
13

Thus, we may write specications containing sub-specications of all three formats.
This allows for example hardware/software co-design to be conducted in an elegant
way.

4 Renement
A specication formalism as introduced in the previous section is of little value on
its own. To take advantage of a specication formalism we need to know exactly
what it means for a system to implement or satisfy a specication. To move from an
abstract requirement specication to a concrete realization in one step is very hard
| if at all possible. Instead we advocate a step-wise development in the sense that
the requirement specication is gradually rened into its realization via a number
of intermediate specications. In fact one may think of the nal implementation as
just another specication. What is needed is therefore a formalization of what it
means for a specication to rene another specication.
Clearly, this renement relation should guarantee that any behavior of the more
concrete specication is also a behavior of the more abstract specication. Given
two specications S1 and S2 , we write S1 S2 if S2 is a renement of S1 . Formally

S

1

S

2

, S

2

]  S1 ] :

Thus, a specication S2 is said to rene a specication S1 i they have the same
syntactic interface, and any behavior of S2 is also a behavior of S1 . This renement
relation is re exive, transitive and a congruence modulo specication composition.
Hence, admits compositional system development in the sense that

 Design decisions can be veried at the point in a development where they are



taken, i.e., independent of how the component specications are implemented
later on.
Once a specication has been decomposed into a network of sub-specications,
and the correctness of this decomposition has been veried, any further renement of these sub-specications can be carried out in isolation, i.e., independent
of the other component specications and their renements.

Because allows the semantic behavior of a specication to be rened, this renement relation is normally referred to as behavioral renement. To simplify system
developments it is often helpful to also rene the syntactic interfaces of specications. For that purpose a more general renement relation is needed, namely what is
usually referred to as interface renement. In the tradition of Hoa72], interface renement is basically behavioral renement modulo a representation function relating
the concrete to the abstract interface. A detailed discussion of interface renement
is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we just want to point out that our approach
also supports this more general notion of renement.
The formulation of verication rules for assumption/commitment specications with
respect to a parallel operator like is known to be a di!cult task. The main
14

reason is that the component specications can be mutually dependent | a fact
which easily leads to circular reasoning. We now want to formulate such a rule
with respect to time dependent specications. For this purpose we introduce the
following convention: P (a#j ) and P (a#j  b#j ) are short-hands for P aa# ] and P aa# bb# ],
respectively. Moreover, we use (Pi )i21::n] as a short-hand for P1 ^ : : : ^ Pn .
Given n time dependent specications S1  S2  : : :  Sn . Let zi , xi and yi be repetition
free lists consisting of respectively the input channels of Si that are connected to the
overall environment, the input channels of Si that are connected to the other n ; 1
component specications, and the output channels of Si that are either connected
to the other n ; 1 specications or to the overall environment. We require that zi ,
xi and yi are mutually disjoint. We also require that4
j

j

j

i 6= k ) (zi  xi ) \ (zk  xk ) =  = yi \ yk :

This means we have point-to-point communication | the same channel is accessed
by only two components, namely the \receiver" and the \sender".
Let z and y be repetition free lists such that z = ni=1 zi and y = ni=1 yi . It seems
sensible to base the rule on some sort of computational induction. This requires the
formulation of an induction hypotheses. This hypotheses must be constrained to
hold initially and to be maintained by each computation step as long as the overall
assumption remains valid. In the eld of program verication such an induction
hypotheses is normally referred to as an invariant. Let I be this invariant. We
assume that I is a formula whose free variables are contained in z  y. In each proofobligation below the elements of z and y are universally quantied over innite timed
streams. Moreover, any free occurrence of j is universally quantied over N.
As already mentioned, it must be shown that the invariant holds initially, i.e., at
time 0. This is secured through the following proof obligation

AS ) I (y# ):
0

Secondly, it must be shown that whenever the invariant holds at time j , then it
also holds at time j + 1. A correct implementation of a time dependent assumption/commitment specication is required to satisfy the commitment one step longer
than the environment satises the assumption. Thus, we rst have to make sure that
whenever the invariant holds at time j , then the component assumptions have not
been falsied. This is ensured through the following proof obligation

I (y#j ) ) hAS i(y#j )i2
i

1

::n] :

Given this proof-obligation, the invariant is maintained by each computation step,
if it can be shown that

I (y#j ) ^ hCS i(xi#j  yi#j )i2
i

+1

1

::n]

) I (y#j

+1

):

We now have three proof obligations. Together they guarantee that the invariant
4
We use set notation since there is a one-to-one mapping between repetition free lists and totally
ordered sets.
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holds after any nite number of computation steps. To make sure that the invariant
holds at innite time, the following proof obligation is su!cient

8k 2 N : I (y#k ) ) I:
To guarantee the validity of the conclusion two things must be shown. Firstly, it
must be shown that if the overall assumption AS has not been falsied at some
nite time j then the overall commitment CS holds at least one step longer. This is
ensured by reformulating the third proof obligation as below

I (y#j ) ^ hCS i(xi#j  yi#j )i2
+1

i

1

::n]

) I (y#j ) ^ hCS i(y#j
+1

+1

):

Secondly, it must be shown that if the overall assumption AS holds at innite time
then the overall commitment CS holds at innite time. To guarantee this it is enough
to widen the scope of j in the second proof obligation from N to N1 and to add the
following proof obligation

I ^ (CS )i2
i

::n]

1

) CS :

However, we rather leave the second proof obligation as it is and replace the last
proof obligation by

I ^ (AS

i

) CS )i2 ::n ) CS :
i

1

]

We then get a stronger rule. The reason is that since the assumptions may contain
liveness properties, it will often be the case that the invariant only implies some of
the component assumptions, say AS1 and AS , and that the remaining n ; 2 can be
deduced from I ^ CS1 ^ CS . Thus, we end up with the rule below
n

n

AS ) I (y# )
I (y#j ) ) hAS i(y#j )i2 ::n
I (y#j ) ^ hCS i(xi#j  yi#j )i2
8k 2 N : I (y#k ) ) I
I ^ (AS ) CS )i2 ::n ) CS
n S
S
i
i
0

1

i

i

i

]

+1

i

1

1

::n]

) I (y#j ) ^ hCS i(y#j
+1

+1

)

]

=1

Remember that in each premise the elements of z and y are universally quantied
over innite timed streams and that j is universally quantied over N. Moreover,
S , S1 : : :  Sn are time dependent specications. For soundness and completeness
results we refer to St"95].
Additionally, we also need an adaptation rule. Let S and S 0 be time dependent specications of the same syntactic interface (i o). If these specications have identical
assumptions, then the following rule is valid

AS ^ (8j 2 N1 : 8r : hAS i(i#j _ r o#j ) ) hCS i(i#j _ r o#j )) ) CS
S S0
0
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+1

Similar rules can be formulated for time independent and synchronous specications.
For example, in the synchronous case, it is enough to replace any occurrence of # by
j.
Given the two rules introduced above we may for example prove that
NET

HWQ INT SWQ

where NET is given in Figure 6.
NETsy (i 2 M 1 o 2 D1 ) ::
ass :

8m 2 M  : m v i ) #( c m)  #(D

+

c m)

com :

D c o = (D c i)j#( c i)
+

+

Figure 6: Specication of NET
Since
NET
and

NET]

HWQ] SWQ]

HWQ SWQ

is transitive and a congruence with respect to , it is enough to show that
NET]

HWQ] INT SWQ]:

By the adaptation rule we have that
INT0 SWQ]0 INT SWQ]
where INT0 denotes the result of strengthening the commitment of INT with the
following conjuncts

8j 2 N : M c (r# j ) v M
( +1)

+

c (x#j ) ^ D+ c (y#(j+1) ) v D c (s#j )

and SWQ]0 denotes the result of strengthening the commitment of SWQ] with the
following conjunct

8j 2 N : s# j v (D c r)j#( c r#j ):
( +1)

Thus, the transitivity and congruence property enjoyed by
prove that
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imply it is enough to

NET]

HWQ] INT0 SWQ]0 :

The latter follows by the composition rule if I is chosen as below

hA

HWQ]

i^A ^A
INT

SWQ]

:

5 A Timed FIFO-Queue
In Section 3 we have already specied a FIFO queue consisting of three components,
namely a hardware queue HWQ, a software queue SWQ, and an interface INT, where
the latter was responsible for the communication between the two queues. The rst
of these was intended to be implemented in hardware. The other two were intended
to be implemented in software.
Contrary to earlier, we now impose constraints on the response time of the FIFO
queue. We rst give an overall specication characterizing the requirements imposed
on the whole network. Since the queue's external interface works in a synchronous
manner, this specication is written in the synchronous format. We assume that

 The FIFO queue has a required delay of l time units in the sense that the reply
is required to come exactly l time units after the request has been received.

We then decompose this overall specication in accordance with Figure 3. Clearly, the hardware queue should be specied in the synchronous format, and since
we impose real-time constraints, both the software queue and the interface must be
specied in the time dependent format. We assume that

 The hardware queue has a required delay of l time units in the same sense as



for the overall queue.
The interface has a delay of not more than one time unit in the direction
from the hardware queue to the software queue. In the other direction it also
forwards the messages as soon as it can. However, since the software queue
may produce more than one message within a time unit, and the hardware
queue expects synchronous input, the delay can be greater than one time unit.
The interface and the software queue together have a maximal delay of k + 2
time units in the sense that any reply will be provided within this time range.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to characterize the exact relationship between
the constants l and k. We just assume that k has been chosen in such a way that
the specication HWQ is realizable in hardware.

5.1 Overall Specication

The overall requirements are specied in Figure 7. As in earlier specications the
assumption makes sure that no request is sent when the queue is empty. Remember
that 0 is sent whenever no ordinary message can be sent within a time unit. With
18

T NETsy (i 2 M 1 o 2 D1 ) ::
ass :

8m 2 M  : m v i ) #( c m)  #(D

+

com :

8j 2 N

+

c m)

: let n = #( c (ijj )) in i:j =  ) o:(j + l) = (D+ c i):n
Figure 7: Overall Requirements

respect to the commitment, for a given j , n is the number of requests received until
time j . This means that if i:j is a request then o:(j + l) is required to contain the
n'th data element received. Note that for any j such that i:j 6= , nothing is said
about the component's behavior at time j + l except that the message output at
time j + l is an element of D.

5.2 Specication of the Software Queue

The software queue is specied in the time dependent format (see Figure 8). The
assumption imposes the usual constraint on requests via its second conjunct. The
rst conjunct makes sure that not more than one message is received per time unit.
This assumption is okay since the communication on x is synchronous and INT
forwards the messages it receives on x along r with a delay of exactly one time unit.
The rst conjunct of the commitment states that the software queue replies in a
FIFO manner (if it replies at all). The second conjunct insists that for any j , the
number of requests in r until time j is less than or equal to the number of replies in
s until time j + k. This guarantees that any reply is received within k time units.
Note that if k > 1 this constraint does not restrict the component from replying in
less than k time units. This in contrast to the specication T NET which requires
the reply to come after exactly l time units.
Note also that the rst conjunct of the assumption together with the commitment
guarantee that if SWQ for example forwards two data elements within one time unit
then the last of these is forwarded with a delay of less than k time units. Due to
this fact we may prove that the software part of the network stays within the k + 2
time units requirement.
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SWQ td (r 2 M+ 1 s 2 D+ 1 ) ::
ass :

8j 2 N : #r# j  #r#j + 2 ^ 8m 2 M  : m v r ) #( c m)  #(D c m)
( +1)

com :

D c s v D c r ^ 8j 2 N : #( c (r#j ))  #(D c (s# j k ))
( + )

Figure 8: Specication of the Software Queue

5.3 Specication of the Interface
INT td (x 2 M 1  s 2 D+ 1 y 2 D1  r 2 M+ 1 ) ::
ass :

sy(x) ^ 8m 2 M  : m v x ) #( c m)  #(D+ c m)

com :
sy(y) ^ D+ c y v D c s ^

8j 2 N : #(D c (y#j )) < #(D c (s#j )) ) y:(2j + 1) 2 D ^
r = hpi _ (M  fpg) c x
+

+

+

Figure 9: Specication of the Interface
The interface INT is specied in the time dependent format (see Figure 9). Since the
input along x comes from the hardware queue the communication history of x can
be assumed to be synchronous. This explains the rst conjunct of the assumption.
Similarly, since the output along y is to be received by the hardware queue, it has to
be synchronous. Thus, the rst conjunct of the commitment is needed. The second
conjunct of the commitment ensures that only data elements received on s is output
along y.
The third conjunct of the commitment insists that the interface forwards the data
elements it receives from the software queue as fast as it can without breaking the
invariant imposed on y that not more than one data element is sent within the same
time unit. The second and third conjunct together guarantee that any data element
sent by SWQ eventually will reach HWQ.
Note that the third conjunct cannot be simplied to

8j 2 N : #(D

+

c (y#(j+1) )) = #(D c (s#j )):
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The reason is that the software queue may send more than one data element between
two consecutive ticks. Thus, because the communication along y is required to be
synchronous, if the interface receives three data elements between two consecutive
ticks on s, then it needs at least four time units (remember that there is at least a
delay of one time unit) before all three data elements have been forwarded along y.
The fourth conjunct of the commitment makes sure that the data elements and
requests received on x are forwarded with a delay of exactly one time unit.

5.4 Specication of the Hardware Queue
HWQsy (i 2 M 1  y 2 D1 o 2 D1  x 2 M 1 ) ::
ass :

8m 2 M  : m v i ) #( c m)  #(D c m) ^
D c y v D c x ^ 8j 2 N : #( c (xjj ))  #(D
+

+

+

+

c (yj(j+k+2) ))

com :

8j 2 N : let n = #( c (ijj )) in i:j =  ) o:(j + l) = (D
8m 2 M  : m v x ) #( c m)  #(D c m)

+

+

c i):n ^

+

Figure 10: Specication of the Hardware Queue
The hardware queue is specied in the synchronous format (see Figure 10). The rst
conjunct of the assumption is similar to the previous cases. Clearly the hardware
queue can only be required to behave correctly as long as the software part behaves
as a FIFO queue. This is stated by the second and third conjunct of the assumption.
The rst conjunct of the commitment is equal to that of T NET. In addition we
must make sure that the hardware queue uses the software queue correctly, i.e., it
should only send requests when the software queue is not empty. This requirement
is stated by the second conjunct of the commitment.

5.5 Verication

The correctness of this decomposition can be veried in the same way as for the
earlier example. Firstly, translate all specications into the time dependent format.
Secondly, use the adaptation rule to make implicit causalities explicit. Thirdly, use
the parallel rule to prove the decomposition step. We leave the details as an exercise
for the reader.
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6 Conclusions
This paper has introduced a formal method supporting hardware/software co-design.
We have presented a uniform, common semantic basis for all specication formats,
composition and renement. Our method is compositional and well-suited for topdown design. We can handle both synchronous and asynchronous communication.
Real-time constraints can be specied, and we have specially designed rules for the
verication of renement steps. This allows hardware/software co-design to be conducted in a very elegant way.
When we claim that our method supports hardware/software co-design, we obviously consider only those aspects related to specication and verication. There
are of course many other interesting research directions inside the area of hardware/software co-design that we have not considered here.
We have had many sources of inspiration. We now relate our approach to the most
important.
Semantic Model: Park Par83] employs ticks (hiatons) in the same way as us. However, his functions are dened also for nite streams, and innite streams are not
required to have innitely many ticks. Kok Kok87] models components by functions
mapping innite streams of nite streams to non-empty sets of innite streams of
nite streams. The nite streams can be empty which means that he can represent
communication histories with only nitely many messages. His innite streams of
nite streams are isomorphic to our timed streams in the sense that we use ticks to
split an innite communication history into an innite sequence of nite streams.
Two consecutive ticks corresponds to an empty stream. In the style of Bro87], we
use a set of functions to model nondeterministic behavior. This in contrast to the
set valued functions of Kok87]. Sets of functions allow unbounded nondeterminism (and thereby liveness) to be modeled in an elegant way. However, contrary to
Bro87], we use pulse-driven functions and innite timed streams. Thereby we get
a simpler theory. The actual formulation of pulse-drivenness has been taken from
Bro95]. For more details about the semantic model we refer to GS95].
Speci cation Formats: The formats for time dependent and time independent specications are inspired by BS94]. The format for synchronous specications is for
example related to the approach in Tuc92].
The one-step-longer-than semantics used by us is strongly inspired by AL93]. Col94]
employs a slightly weaker semantics | the commitment is only required to hold at
least as long the assumption has not been falsied.
Assumption/Commitment Rules: A large number of composition rules for assumption/commitment specications have been published. In the case of sequential systems they were introduced with Hoare-logic Hoa69]. In the concurrent case such
rules were rst proposed by Jon81], MC81].
Most rules proposed so far impose strong constraints on the properties that can occur in the assumptions. For example, it is common to require the assumptions to
be safety properties AL90], PJ91] or admissible SDW93]. The composition rule
introduced above does not require such restrictions. The main reason, as we see it,
is that the rule makes a clear distinction between induction hypotheses and assumptions, i.e., it does not employ the usual trick of using the environment assumptions
as induction hypotheses.
22

An assumption/commitment rule handling general liveness properties in the assumptions can also be found in Pnu85] (related rules are proposed in Sta85], Pan90]).
However, this rule is based on a ) semantics for assumption/commitment specications. Our rules require the stronger one-step-longer-than semantics. The rule
proposed in AL93] handles some liveness properties in the assumptions. We have
not yet understood the exact relationship to our rules.
AL93] argues that from a pragmatic point of view specications should always be
formulated in such a way that the assumption is a safety property. Because we have
too little experience in using our formalism, we do not take any standpoint to this
claim here. However, with respect to our approach, we have at least shown that,
from a technical point of view, there is no reason why such constraint should be
imposed.
Soundness and completeness proofs for our rules can be found in St"95].
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